Skills sharing and potential contributions
To help with the ongoing organisation and voluntary help at Tan y Garth...
Aim - to tap into the potential and resources of the membership of the IHS, so that Events can continue to be conducted at
the Hall.
How much time are you willing to offer the I H S?
Please include. Contact details.

Please share what you feel to be your areas of expertise or experience in relation to the needs of the IHS. It would help if you
can specify whether your help will be in the short term or long term? i.e., could it be ongoing or are you looking to help with
the 'crisis situation' and then step back due to other commitments?

Is there any time of year you would be more available than others?
Regarding the Programme of Events for 2017 do you have any further ideas to contribute to the Programme? Do you have
any suggestions re Guest speakers /contributors for future events that you feel would attract a good number of attendees? If
so please give details. Or if you are prepared to conduct an Event please indicate here with details of proposed theme/title

List of functions/jobs/skills where help is required to support/enable the functioning of the Resident Custodian.
Please underline the areas in which you would be willing to help.
Promotional work/advertising/collating information re all contributors/teachers attending the Hall, for the website and
elsewhere.
Assistance with Day Events and or Weekends including all that goes with them eg.
General administration, bedroom
allocation, and preparation of the Hall which includes all functions of general housework - cleaning, preparation of bedrooms
and of the Hall as a whole, washing, ironing.
Meal planning, general and food shopping, plus preparation, cooking, and serving of meals, table laying and washing up,
Log fire maintenance. Meeting and greeting/introducing newcomers to the Hall/facilities.
Outdoor work Grounds maintenance including chopping and stacking of logs, 'slip proofing' the steps during the winter
months.
General and specific Maintenance of the Hall itself - external and internal. Repair and renewal, decorating, gutter clearing,
gardening.
Weekly/fortnightly shop
Please also consider becoming a Council member, we have six members now, we can have twelve.
Please add to this list...
Please send your reply to info@hermeneutic.co.uk
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